St Georges Jesmond

TOWER CONDITION - PRELIMINARY REPORT

January 2019

Instruction
Further to the fall of stone in 2010 and the 2014 Quinquennial Report on the church I was asked in
December 2018 to make an initial recommendation on Repairs at the Tower.
Sources of Information
Original drawings from the Woodhorn archive
Record of close inspection by steeplejack after the 2010 fall, with comments by the then architect
The 2014 Quinquennial
Photographs taken at high level from an extending access bucket March 2018
Further inspection at arcade level December 2018
Limitation – access in March 2018 was close to most sides but more information may arise when there is full
access from scaffold.
Nature of Tower – references to sketch of one elevation with suggested repairs included
The Tower is a simple hollow square shaft of sandstone ashlar. The sheer ashlar of the shaft is broken only
by a small projecting moulding close to the tops of very tall paired bell openings.
The tower is topped by a stone pyramid on an arcade stage with projecting bands above and below the
arcades. The bands are both decorative and function to throw water off the tower, from its pyramid roof (A)
and from the broad two-course coping/cornice all around the exposed parapet under the four arcades (B).
Under that cornice there are fine carved corbels and three lesser string courses (also both decorative and
functional) between the top ashlars (C).
Stone, Quarries and overall Condition
St Georges as a whole is built of one of the more durable local sandstones, probably from the Kenton Bar
quarries now closed. Like the rest of the church the tower has weathered well but sandstone does decay by
weakening of the matrix between the sand grains when subject to persistent damp or frost. The most
exposed parts were thus designed to throw water off rather than let it soak into the masonry.
As often found, decay appears not at the tops of exposed elements but on their undersides or in the courses
immediately below them. Rain and snow which is not immediately thrown off top surfaces may soak in and
slowly migrate down and out where it evaporates slowly through outer surfaces, sometimes carrying just
enough of the matrix in solution to weaken the stone.
At the tower surface decay is most visible in the five courses of ashlar and the alternating three moulded
string courses (C) at the very top of the shaft immediately under the main coping/cornice (B).
In addition the cantilevered portion of one stone in the lower course of the deeply projecting moulded
composite coping/cornice (B) suddenly broke off and fell in 2010.
Observations 2018
Access to (or across) and repair of the tops of the coping/cornice is now impeded
There was no original covering of large stones of the exposed coping/cornice (B) at arcade level and none
has been added. A significant fall across its top will make water run off but its top joints have not been
pointed for a very long time and most are open. There are other deep holes (perhaps lifting points) in some
stone tops. In addition the top surface of some stones has shaled off, leaving depressions
The open joints, hole and depressions in the top must hold water, not all of which will evaporate off. At least
some will percolate down through joints and stones and must emerge below (courses C).
There is no significant change in condition since the fall of 2010.
The 2010 photos of the site of the fallen stone show patterns of clean and dirty stone at the bed joint above
the fallen stone strongly suggesting dirt had been getting in from its front edge, perhaps for decades. It
appears the front of the bed joint had been open enough for water to get in and to be trapped. Ice in even
small amounts of trapped water would expand enough to press down on the cantilevered bottom stone.
Micro cracks might accumulate enough to break the stone without obvious cause.

Typical corner inside the arcade – rigid bird mesh keeps the lead clean but prevents access to the tops of the cills.
The mesh is part trapped by the cable trays now added all sides. Uplight strip fittings now fixed on the cills.

Typical detail – open joints between and open holes in the cill stones. Mesh behind cable tray.
Light fitting brackets fixed over open joints, impeding cill repairs and use of the cills for safe access equipment to the
outside of the tower

External faces – in addition to the broken cornice stone all four sides of the tower show decay in large parts
of the three string courses and of the five top ashlar courses.
The pattern of decay is consistent with water from above migrating outwards. The urgent requirement is
therefore to make the cill as waterproof as possible to end or severely reduce that migration and thus that
decay mechanism. If done the rate of external decay might be so reduced that such limited work is justified.
However now that drip moulds and ashlar faces have been lost rain falling directly on those stones will tend
to penetrate directly, and the damaging cycle of evaporation through their faces may continue.
In addition there is sign of water running off the roof pyramid is being channelled by open joints between
many stones in the cornice around the roof consisting of two moulded courses. There is only limited decay at
perpendicular joints in those two courses but it will continue and perhaps accelerate while the joints are
open so there is a case to slow decay by pointing them from extra scaffold while there is other safe access
near the top of the tower.

Photos of the top of the parapet from the 2014 Quinquennial Report

Access for work
The damaged parts of the tower are between 31m and 36m above ground.
Minimal work confined to filling holes in the tops of the broad cills (B) around the arcade may be possible
from inside only with suitable harnesses and ropes, materials being carried up and down by the existing
internal ladders.
If work includes the external faces of B and C
pointing the external joints of the cills, the three string courses, the five top ashlar courses
renewal of the missing cornice stone, parts of the three string courses and the face of any ashlar
then scaffold for access and limited storage of materials will be needed. Instead of scaffolding from ground it
might economically be suspended from scaffold beams laid through the arcade openings with safe provision
for handling materials.

Safety for passer-by on two sides and for the vestry roofs under the other sides will be essential.
Part of the car park would be needed for secure storage and welfare.

Sources of Stone
The amount of new stone needed is limited. Good advice will be needed to select stone with appearance,
workability and durability similar to the existing. Such stone is no longer available from Tyneside.
Alternatives to protect the Cill
Water can be kept out of the cill/cornice (B) either by
Sealing its top and face joints and holes (raking and pointing with specialist mortar or alternatives)
or by full covering with sheets such as lead or less durable felts (including waterproof upstands at each
arcade pier and at the solid stone tower corners)
Fallen cornice stone
The fallen part was the cantilevered moulded front (about 40cm deep, 21 cm high) of a deeper stone whose
root is still in place bonded under massive and thick parapet cap stones. Matching moulded stone should be
fixed in its place, solidly bedded at back, top and sides. Rather than cut out the root and attempt to slide a
complete new stone root into the void, risking movement above, the root should be dressed to a smooth
face and a new front fixed to it and the stones each side with non-corroding phosphor bronze dowels drilled
and resined across the joints. The resulting assembly would be as strong and durable as the original.

Possible alternative ‘Plastic Repairs’ at decay
In some cases an alternative to piecing in natural stone can be a specialised reinforced mortar or compound
used to reface to original profiles after removal of all decayed stone. In skilled hands such repairs can be
durable (many decades) and a good colour match, though colour may change over time. Even good plastic
repair should not be expected to be as durable as natural stone, especially at drip mouldings.
In this case because the largest elements of cost (safe access, labour) will be common whatever material is
used it will make sense to use only the most durable material – natural stone.
Alternative scopes of work
URGENT to prevent water penetrating the top of the parapet cill (B) to slow decay at (C)
MINIMAL as above with renewal of the missing cornice to protect surrounding stone and for appearance
DESIRABLE as above with renewal of parts of the three string courses and of small parts of the top ashlars
with full pointing of those levels (C) and possible pointing at the cornices under the roof (A)
Discussion
URGENT should only be considered if money is so limited that scaffolding cannot be afforded
URGENT and MINIMAL only would require limited suspended scaffold and would usefully slow decay at (C)
and restore the tower’s appearance
DESIRABLE would make best economic use of any scaffold and would leave the tower in good water resisting
condition probably not requiring further work by the next generation

Consent
The work may require faculty, which can reasonably be expected.
Grants
Depending on the parish’s resources grant aid may be offered by regional and national Trusts.
Previous cost advice
As some guide I note that in 2011 Classic Masonry Ltd suggested budgets as follows
£37,000
to scaffold the tower to the top of the arcade openings, including design and hoardings and
to point four sides from top of bell openings to top of arcade
(if practical a suspended scaffold would cost less)
Not all the renewals now recommended (the missing cornice, parts of the string courses,
small sections of ashlars) were identified then. Costs will be in five figures.
Demounting, protecting and refixing the mesh and lights at arcade level not included
Contingency not included
Architect’s fee not included
Reclaimable VAT payable in addition
Recommendations
1. Instruct architect to make an itemised schedule of repairs, to collect and report competitive tenders.
2. Decide which scope of work the parish prefers, subject to resources and grant offers.
3. Apply for grants.
4. If necessary reconsider scope in the light of grant offers.
5. Ask for DAC Recommendation and, if necessary, Faculty
6. Work in summer 2019 or 2020
Ian Ness Architect
0191 281 2559
APPENDED – SAMPLE PHOTOS

South top cornice and frieze December 2018

Detail of South top cornice A – instead of throwing off all water as designed, wash through open joints begins to
damage the joint edges of the top cornice course, the surfaces of its lower course and of the carved frieze below

West side – at ashlars edge decay from open joints, loss of face of ashlars R of the centre carved corbel March 2018

South side – similar to West but with fallen cornice, more losses from string courses, face decay of ashlars at SE corner

South side – the fallen cornice with string course below broken perhaps by the falling cornice. March 2018
Note one arcade pier stands on the back of a parapet outer cap stone most of which was previously supported by the
missing cornice.

